THE Delesserias, a genus of red seaweeds, six species of which inhabit the shores of the British Isles, have the thallus differentiated into a well-marked foliar'expansion and a cylindrical portion; these we may respectively term the leaf and the stalk.
Descriptions of this thallus are given in all books on seaweeds, for instance, in Harvey's (Phycologia Britannica), or Hauck's (Die Meeresalgen), but as far as I am aware no detailed account has been given of these structures. Agardh* and Willet briefly describe their histology, but pay no special attention to them. The leaf is generally a fairly broad expansion (PI. XVIII, fig. 1 ), with a definite midrib which gives off laterally a number of veins, these again giving off other veins and so on; the veins taper and become gradually finer till they end in being unicellular ( fig. 2 ). This arrangement of veins exactly resembles the distribution of the fibro-vascular bundles in the leaf of an ordinary Dicotyledon and we shall see that they perform nearly the same functions in the two cases. By cutting transverse sections of the leaf we find that it is a plate of cells one cell thick ( fig. 3 , A, a) with here and there masses of cells, the veins. The cells of the leaf seen in surface view are polygonal with their protoplasm continuoust from cell to cell ( fig. 4) . While the leaf is small and is still growing the veins are developed by the cells of the leaf dividing into three ( fig. 3, B) ; the cells on each side may divide similarly and thus the vein become broader ( fig. 3, C) ; the cells also above and below ( fig. 3, A, b) the central ones may cut off segments and thus the vein becomes thicker. In this way we can trace the development of a vein from its unicellular ending to its largest part where it joins the midrib or another large vein. The midrib is developed in exactly the same way. As regards the stalk we find that the outer layer is made up of small squarish cells, while scattered irregularly in the centre are very large cells between which smaller cells are packed (fig. 6 ). Fig. 7 shows that the large cells are conducting cells, and that their protoplasm is continuous at their ends and also with the neighbouring cells at the sides.
We now come to consider the physiological importance of these structures, and at the outset we can clearly distinguish between an assimilating tissue, viz. the parts of the leaf where it is only one cell thick and the outermost cells covering the veins, and a conducting tissue, namely, the veins in the leaves and large cells in the stalk. The cell wall is thick, gelatinous, and pitted, and by means of these pits the protoplasm is continuous from cell to cell. The assimilated substances can ea~ily be passed through a few cells to the veins; here they find an easy passage to various parts of the plant, some being stored up in the stalk which serves for a reservoir of reserve material as well as for an organ of attachment.
Comparing the Delesseria leaf with that of a Dicotyledon, in both cases we have conducting tissue, but in the Delesseria there is only one conducting tissue required to take the assimilated substances to parts of the plant where they are wanted, and since the plant lives entirely submerged there is no need of a tissue to conduct water to the leaf; and we see too that in Delesseria, coupled with morphological differentiation into stalk and leaf, there is also physiological differentiation into assimilating aud conducting tissue.
The above remarks apply especially to D. sanguinea, and judging from Harvey's pictures we conclude that in the main all the species are alike in possessing assimilating and conducting tissue. 
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